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Abstract—Energy saving is an increasing trend in wireless
communications development activities. This paper investigates
how historic traffic load data can be used to estimate and set the
load threshold used for switching on or off base stations or their
features on a particular weekday. The use is enhanced by an
abnormal day detection feature that is used to prevent undesired
power on/off actions on days were users do not follow their usual
behavior. Power on and off are also prohibited due to impulsive,
i.e., single, observations that exceed state change thresholds. The
simulation results show that the method estimated power on/off
moments according to desired load level very well, especially if
the load variation is limited, while preventing undesired power
on/off actions.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Energy saving (ES) is an emerging trend in wireless com-
munication system development already resulted a rather rich
literature, e.g., [1], [2], [3], [4], standardization activities, e.g.,
[5] and it is included into next generation system visions
[6]. The reasons for ES are well described in the referenced
documents and, as a consequence, not repeated herein. An
efficient ES approach is to switch off unnecessary access
points (APs) but also switch them on once needed. One
possibility is to allow micro, i.e., very short term, sleeps
investigated, e.g., in [1]. Naturally, micro sleeps concerns
active usage periods and care has to be taken to avoid ping
pong between on and off [7]. Very often base coverage is
guaranteed by a macro cell and additional features either to
that AP or additional APs are installed for supporting higher
load requirements like hot spots in the area. Therefore, in a
big picture, switching on and off APs and their features for
active periods and low load periods, respectively, is of interest.

Standardization bodies have concluded, so far, that there
could be operations, administration and maintenance (OAM)
or signalling based process for ES. All these could use
load thresholds to decide activation or deactivation of ES
functionalities and perform more precise adjusting (e.g.,order
to switch on or off) [8]. The determination or use of the load
threshold is not discussed, however, but left for vendors or
operators.

The determination of the load threshold using probability
maximization of ES is discussed in [9] but, as shown in
that paper in its further studies, application of it to more
practical systems needed ad hoc adjustment of the threshold.
Some switch on or off strategies have been discussed in the

literature. [7] discusses a distributed mechanism where APs
are switched on or off one by one after negotiation between
the neighbors. However, any threshold setting strategy was
not discussed though impacts of the allowed maximum load
on APs were shown. A one by one switch on or off strategy
is also discussed in [10]. These allow also short term sleeps
and may result the ping pong phenomena. If the big picture
is the desired aim then the recognition or prediction of initial
load growth or final diminution should be pursued. A short
term load prediction based approach is proposed in [11].

This paper contributes by providing a robust estimation
of the threshold based on historic load data and a novel
historic load based approach for the threshold setting in the big
picture case. In addition, discussions to its adaptation based on
operation time characteristics are provided. After introducing
the a novel switch on or off strategy simulations are used to
show its performance in some cases, e.g., when the actual load
level varies significantly.

II. ENVIRONMENT DESCRIPTION, SYSTEM

REQUIREMENTS

Assume an area that is served by an access point (AP) or
few APs at low load situations. This set of APs and their
features is called the basement level or level 0. Once traffic
load increases new features of current active APs and/or new
APs are activated. First, just a subset of capabilities may be
called and these form, together with the basement level, level
1. This could continue gradually until all resources are used,
or all L levels0, . . . , L− 1. Once the load is decreasing APs
are shut down. Finally, only the basement level remains. A
question is, naturally, that when switching on and off processes
should be initiated.

Obviously, on the rising load case, the first action is to
switch APs and/or their features on after which the existing
users could be reassigned to an appropriate APs according
the usual (SON) mechanisms and new users could be served
better without QoS reduction. On the decreasing load case
the users must first be removed to still remaining APs and the
proper shut down process can be started after the AP is empty.
Therefore, the rising and falling load cases are a bit different.
In the latter reactions related to users must be started and
finalized before the shut down whereas in the former they can
be started after powering the devices on. As a consequence, the
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switch off process includes emptying the APs (to be switched
off) and shut down them. The switch on process includes
power on the APs (on the next level) since reassigning the
users to different APs is normal operation.

As base stations are assembled into an area one of the
parameters that will be set, in the future, is the load threshold
for energy saving (ES) functionalities that is in part responsible
on the switching on or off [8]. Initially this could be based
on hands-on experience but once operation is running more
precise values should be derived. This could be based on the
historic data on the area, which is the aim in this paper.

A. Other Considerations

It is perfectly understood that the load threshold is not the
sole parameter that (de)activates ES actions or that switching
on and off is the only needed action [8]. Furthermore, there are
other use possibilities and scenarios too. Some considerations
around the topic are discussed herein.

Obviously, the load measurements and the load threshold
setting could be AP or even AP sector based, or they could be
based on broader, area based analysis and setting. Similarly,
the control could be centralized (OAM based) or distributed
to APs.

The learning of usual loads could be used not only for the
load threshold setting and adjusting but also for deciding the
number of layers and the layer contents, i.e., for the resource
management (SON) functionalities. They could also be used
for (fine) tuning the thresholds, including the critical threshold,
based on QoS or other measurement from the network.

As already discussed, at the final stage, one has to decide are
the micro sleeps inside the levels allowed or not. In addition,
one has to decide is the level (gradual) based approach
discussed herein or the continuous, AP by AP, approach more
appropriate. The latter allows continuous micro sleeps butmay
result a ping pong effect.

III. E STIMATION OF LOAD THRESHOLD

User density and activity depend on the time of the day,
weekday, month and may change in an area over the years.
Thus, the estimator must be adaptive. Since learning based on
monthly features takes years, weekly based system is proposed
and public holidays, vacations, strike days etc are handled
as deviancy in the estimation but should be treated so also
when used. Weeks long estimation periods are acceptable since
the operation time period of APs is typically years such that
improved operation could be maintained most of the life span.

Therefore, time is divided into intervals, e.g., 15 min inter-
vals, per day and prediction will be based on several weeks of
observations. Initially, the (adaptation) process may be speeded
up assuming that working days are similar. In some areas (e.g.,
office areas) weekend days could be jointly similar whereas
in some they differs, e.g., if Saturday is a shopping date but
Sunday is not. In those cases it might be better to wait until
daily estimate is ready and use the initial values before that.

It should be ensured that the estimation process is initially
not including vacation or holiday periods since those results
false conclusions. Later on, once estimator is ready, abnormal

measurement results could be ignored. Of course, if known,
typical vacation and public holidays can be feed into the
system and used to aid avoiding abnormal days in updating
the estimation result.

Since there is natural variation in load between two consec-
utive same weekday, e.g., Monday, it might be necessary to
estimate both the mean and variance of the load.

Basically, any suitable estimation algorithm of the mean will
do the job. The principles are described herein.

1) Collect a basic sample set for that particular day for all
intervals,Nw samples for each interval.

2) Check does there exist outliers and remove them (ro-
bustness).

3) Compute the mean and variance. These are the initial
estimates.

4) As new data sample arrives, check that it is not an
outlier and, if not, update the estimates using a forgetting
(moving average) estimator. If it is an outlier, do not
update. Update could bexi = λxi−1 + (1 − λ)mi,
where xi is the estimate,mi the measurement andλ
the forgetting factor.

Outlier detection algorithms have been considered, e.g., in
[12]. A question is how many (Nw) samples are needed
and another what should the forgetting factorλ be. Probably
forgetting could be slow. If sudden permanent changes occur
those could be detected counting the number of consecutive
outliers for that moment of the day. If that number exceeds
typical vacation period, or do not occur during typical vacation
period, then new estimates should be computed since for some
reason user behavior on the area has been changed, e.g., a big
office has been closed or opened. For fast update a second
memory may be used that computes the average based on
those outliers or based on all samples where outliers have not
been removed.

With 15 min intervals there will be a24 × 4 × 7 matrix
that is to be updated. If longer intervals could be used the
storage space needed for the estimator would be smaller. If
backup computations described in the previous paragraph are
used two matrices are needed.

IV. U SE OFLOAD THRESHOLD

Once the load is estimated daily basis it could be used to
steer the threshold. In what follows, a few possibilities are
considered.

A. Basic Setting Rules

At the basement level, and other levels too, it is known after
which load, a critical load level, quality-of-service (QoS) will
be decreased or connections will be dropped etc. Therefore,
the main goal is to set load thresholdsTL such that switch on
and off processes could start on time. At the rising edge switch
on should be ready before the critical load is achieved. Assume
that the switch on duration (such that APs are ready to serve
users) isDon seconds. The rising edge thresholdTL,re is the
estimated loadDon seconds before the critical load is usually
achieved on that particular weekday. Also the moment on that
particular weekday when the load is crossed could be used
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Fig. 1. The illustration of the proposed threshold setting process.

as an indicator to start the power on process. At the falling
edge, the shut down can be started when the load is under the
critical load, which means that only preparatory actions need
to be counted on durationDoff when setting the threshold
TL,fe or the corresponding moment. In real life, in the switch
off, since removing of users to remaining APs may not be
ready (depending on traffic change rate) at the point when the
critical load is achieved handovers may take certain time after
that too, i.e., the actual switch off occurs later.

One must also remember that there are variations on user
behavior and timing such that it might be a good practice to
use the worst case (e.g., mean±2×standard deviation) as a
guideline instead of the mean. It appears that it is the+ sign
since at the rising edge the maximum possible load achieves
the critical load first and at the falling edge the maximum
possible load achieves the critical load last.

B. Norm Day

The above described load threshold or time-of-the-day set-
ting should work on normal particular weekdays, so called
norm days. However, all days are not norm days since there
may be strikes, unexpected public holidays, polling days, some
popular events at weekends on otherwise almost quiet spots,
etc. On those abnormal days the set (norm day) thresholds
may not work.

For those cases other load thresholds, sayTC , are needed,
probably closer to the critical load, even equal to those, and
once these are crossed the switch on or off processes are
started. Fig. 1 illustrates the thresholds relative to the critical
load.

One could naturally use these closer (backup) thresholds for
usual operation but since they are closer the critical load than
the user behavior based optimal thresholds some performance
losses may occur. Indeed, the measurement based thresholds
are more sensitive, i.e., their usage makes the system more
sensitive based on observations. In this sense they adopt the
brain model by [13]. Therein, it is assumed that if brains have
made an observation that likely has certain consequences, they
make observation of that consequence more easily, e.g., the
brains have seen writing LITTL such that the threshold for
observing the letter E will be decreased, i.e., the probability
of detecting the letter E will be increased.

How to use the norm day concept? If on that particular day
the norm day threshold is crossed at the right moment it is
decided that it is the norm day and that threshold initiates

the switch process. Alternatively, it may occur that the norm
day threshold is crossed early, later or not at all. These are
considered as abnormal days and the thresholdsTC are used.
In practice this means that it must be checked that crossing
really occurs on norm days. At the rising load case, since
the power on should be initiated early this means that the
power on process will be terminated if the day appears to be
an abnormal day. Naturally, this power on and its termination
wastes some energy but since the next level should be ready
before the critical load is achieved it might be a necessary
step.

a) Sudden Change: If the change is sudden then suitable
load threshold cannot be found but instead a stable load value
(from a plateau). In this case a shorter time interval may help.
For example, adaptive measurement duration where durationis
made shorter on load change times. Or threshold based on time
of the day, i.e., it is known that typically the switch process
should be started at X o’clock. This might be problematic if
the day appears to be an abnormal day. In that case the switch
on or off process will be initiated although there is no need
for that. Indeed, this is worse in the switch on since the APs
and features are powered on.

V. PERFORMANCE

A. Estimator

An important question is how many weeks are needed
for good estimates. Letm(ti) denote the random variable
describing the measurement in an intervalti. It is assumed
to be a Gaussian variable with meanM(ti) and variance
σ2(ti). Their estimation is a standard estimation problem and
the behavior of the estimator is well known. The Cramér-Rao
bounds for the mean and variance are inversely proportional
to the number of samplesN [14]. Indeed, the so called two-
sigma accuracy, which means that 95 % of the measurements
are within these values, for the mean isM(ti) ± 2σ(ti)/

√
N

and for the variance it isσ2(ti) ± 2σ2(ti)
√

2/N . Therefore,
the variance is harder to estimate but if it is small related to
the mean its effect is not so significant.

If the starting question in this paragraph is considered,
it is seen that two months (about 9 weeks) observation
period gives 3 fold improvement compared to a single shot
case. For example, assuming that the standard deviation is
20 % of the mean it follows that the previous accuracy
expressions become, after 9 weeks, asM(ti) ± 0.13M(ti)
and 0.04M2(ti) ± 0.05M2(ti), respectively. If the latter is
transformed to the standard deviation its maximum value is
0.3M(ti). Early it was proposed thatM(ti)+2σ2(tI) is used
in the threshold setting since it provides the worst case from
the load’s perspective. Therefore, including errors in themean
and variance, the total maximum error in this case is highly
probable to be within0.4M(ti) that is the original2σ value
in this case. As a conclusion, if the load variation is modest
the few months initial estimation period should be adequate.

B. Threshold Setting

Since this is initial work on the subject and since the real
working procedure could be made very complicated the simu-
lations are restricted. A simple threshold adjustment algorithm,
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Fig. 2. The flow chart of the level change algorithm.

whose flow diagram is shown in Fig. 2, is used instead of fully
developed one. The algorithm assumes a norm day but checks
does the measured load exceed the threshold in the next few
samples (now one) before it decides to change the level. At
the rising edge this means terminating the power on process
that was initiated according the norm day threshold. Indeed,
at a norm day the process will be initiated at the estimated
moment at the rising edge and one sample after the estimate
moment at the falling edge. The estimator predicts the last
moment before the crossing at the rising edge and the first
moment after the crossing at the falling edge. At moments not
predicted by the norm day estimator, i.e., at all other moments,
the load thresholds 15 % and 55 % are used to initiate the
power on or off processes.

The simulation covers 12 weeks divided into 15 min in-
tervals. All working days have the same profile as well are
weekend days equal. The profiles show the mean but generated
load could vary 0 % and 20 % from the mean according to
Gaussian distribution such that the variation is the standard
deviation. This means that at high load the variation is higher.
However, values are kept within 0 % to 100 %[0 . . . 1].
Abnormal weekdays are like normal weekend days (where
load is steady 10 %) whereas at abnormal weekend days have
an few hours lasting increase. The means of normal weekday
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Fig. 3. The mean of the norm weekday and abnormal weekend day.The
normal weekend days have flat 10 % load.

and abnormal weekend day are shown in Fig 3.
In addition, the following constraints are used in these

simulations: i) The training period of 4 weeks does not contain
abnormal days. The estimator’s forgetting factor is 0.97 since
longer observation periods improve the estimator. Outliers are
not detected but estimates are not updated on abnormal days.
ii) At the basement level load is 0 - 15 %, the first level
15 - 55 % and the second level 55-100 %. When moving
up, the algorithm predicts when to move based on the norm
day, if observed, or the upper limit as a threshold otherwise.
The going down algorithm waits or predicts when the load
is below the critical load. iv) Abnormal days occur at week
12 at Monday, Tuesday, Saturday and Sunday. The estimator
should not update it at all time intervals at abnormal days and
the norm day detector should not react.

The results show the level setting results from the last two
weeks showing one normal week and the abnormal week
with different variation. The (red) squares present moments
when the algorithm is on the basement level, black stars the
level 1 and magenta diamonds the level 2. The two marks
in a moment express the level change moment. The zero
variation results in Fig. 4 show that the estimated moments
are precise, as expected, i.e., one moment before the level at
the rising edge and one moment after the level at the falling
edge. Furthermore, the algorithm could predict correctly the
abnormal days when the threshold is not crossed and uses the
15 % level based threshold at the abnormal days when the
threshold is crossed, as it should.

The 20 % variation results in Fig. 5 show that at the rising
edge the algorithm may make its decision too late, shown by
arrows, at the norm days but, on the other hand, it does not
care about occasional level crossings seen at all levels or,in
other words, do not ping pong between levels.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows that the estimated load threshold can quite
reliably predict power on/off moments on so called norm days.
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Fig. 4. The selected levels with 0 % variation from the last two weeks.
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Fig. 5. The selected levels with 20 % variation from the last two weeks.
Arrows point to the problematic points where late decisionshave been made.

The algorithm also shows that using a few consecutive samples
to make the final level change decision helps to avoid ping
pong between the levels, which was desired effect in this
paper that considers the big picture. Some may prefer micro
sleeps between the big moments where load changes for longer
periods and then papers discussed in the introduction may be
helpful starting points. Therefore, the idea presented in this
paper could be a good starting point for algorithms needed in
energy saving SON functionalities.

The problematic point seems to be the rising load case
where natural load variation may cause late power on de-
cisions using the algorithm. Therefore, work is needed to
find a procedure to better predict or calculate how much
earlier the predicted moment the power on process should
start. The use of estimated standard deviation as discussed
in the paper was trialled herein, but it caused problems at the
basement level since the used variation was so large that the
estimated threshold was often higher than the lower critical
load level. Consequently, those results were not shown. In
order to tune the algorithm to match better the practice reallife
load measurements could be helpful since they would show
the practical variation and load profiles better than artificial
examples used herein.

The purpose was to define the level change thresholds.
However, these could be used for several other managements
too. For example, the estimated and predicted load and its type

(voice, short messages, data) can be used to define the number,
type and capacity of active access points inside the levels but
that possibility was not elaborated in this paper. This means
that the moments when to power on/off additional features
for base stations, WIFI access (hot spot) points, etc. could
be estimated better. Therefore, well predicted power on/off
moments in addition to estimated and predicted load and its
type open possibilities for several other energy saving as well
as other management options.
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